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“………… at my back I always hear
 Time’s winged chariot hurrying near
 And yonder all before us lye 
















Fig 1.  Max Weber – 1864 – 1920. The father of modern 
sociology.©  The Ulster Medical Society, 2006.
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“Old  bases  in  deep  concrete  were  excavated  and  the  material 








THE NEW LANGUAGE OF MEDICINE 
Change has also affected the language we speak There has 











within  and  across  agencies  and  stakeholders  …    Involvement 
of  patients  and  users  who  can  provide  an  unique  perspective 





“The  report  is  a  joy  for  managers  to  read  but  a  yawn  for 
clinicians”.

















EVIDENCE BASED MEDICINE 
Let me illustrate some of the changes in the evidence base 
Fig 2.   Andrew  Marvell,  Politician  and  Poet  (National 
Portrait Gallery)
Fig 3.  The Destruction of the Old Royal Victoria Hospital 
(Picture by permission of Mr Michael Ross)
Fig 4.  The Emergence of the New Royal Victoria Hospital. 
(Picture by permission of Mr Michael Ross)©  The Ulster Medical Society, 2006.
















arrhythmic  drugs  –  have  subsequently  been  shown  to  be 
harmful. 
Over the next 30 years he has received large number of drugs 
































Evidence Based Interventions and Medications received by 















Summary Results of the ISIS 2 Study,8 (17,187 patients with 
acute myocardial infarction).
Placebo ASA STK STK
+ASA
Death at 35 days  568 461 448 343
Total pts 4300 4295 4300 4292
% 13.2 10.7 10.4 8 













Fig 5.  Cardiology in the Royal Victoria Hospital 1970’s. 
A patient being moved into the cardiac ambulance 
1970. In fact a simulation – the ‘patient’ is the late 
Mr Alfie Mawhinney, a much respected engineer in 
the Cardiology Department.©  The Ulster Medical Society, 2006.
























































importance  of  the  RCT. The  widespread  adoption  of  the 
results has been one of the 
most  important  advances 
in  medicine  over  recent 
decades.  The  data  from 
these studies have moved 






THE VALUE OF 
OBSERVATIONAL DATA 
The  major  thrust  for  the 
rational  use  of  therapy 
has come from the results 
of  clinical  trials.  But 
information  for  practice 
also  comes  from  other 
valuable sources. I would 








































Fig 6.  Professor  Frank 
Pantridge  1970’s, 
holding one of the first 
light  weight  portable 
defibrillators©  The Ulster Medical Society, 2006.
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medical  practice  and  those  wrought  by  politicians  –  the 
former  are  now  largely  evidence  based  whereas  political 
innovations,  including  the  changes  in  the  way  the  health 
service  is  run,  are  opinion  based  and  often  inadequately 
researched beforehand. 
Politicians  can  also  be  accused  of  raising  patients’ 
expectations – examples include the Patients’ Charter and the 
targets that are now being set which in themselves produce 























The  letter  writers  to  the  BMJ  seemed  to  have  a  general 































One  of  the  responses  to  Richard  Smith’s  editorial  in  the 
BMJ came from Declan Fox, locum family physician, Prince 
Edward Island:
“We  have  seen  this  over  and  over  ………  none  of  it  works.  It 
does not work because each new thing brings with it increasing 
bureaucracy”.









MANAGERS ARE NOT THE ENEMY




























THE NEW CONSULTANT CONTRACT – THE ANSWER 




The Jobs of a Hospital Consultant 
THE BASIC JOB



























































gave  a  chance  for  a  reprieve.  The  view  of  government 
was rather different – the impression appeared to be that 



























































from:  http://books.guardian.co.uk/review/story/0,,1529269,00.html     
Accessed 10th July 2006.
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